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1. Thesaurus Musicarum Germanicarum in short...

Reading interface

Menu and search form

Table of contents

Indices and XML-
sources

Johannes Cochleaus, Musica, Köln, Landen, 1507, TMG.

http://tmg.huma-num.fr/


q Encoding of typographical variants, punctuation and abbreviations in several layers of 
information from the original to the modern edition. 

Johannes Cochleaus, Musica, Köln, Landen, 1507, TMG.
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q Identification of names, places and dates

Johannes Cochleaus, Musica, Köln, Landen, 1507, TMG.
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q Identification of citations and paraphrases

Johannes Cochleaus, Musica, Köln, Landen, 1507, TMG.
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q Identification of musical terms

Johannes Cochleaus, Musica, Köln, Landen, 1507, TMG.
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From terms to concepts

q Our point of departure is a theoretical source with its musical terms:

o A term can have different meanings within the same text.

o Different terms may refer to the same idea.

o Terms can change their meaning in time.

o Some ideas may be described without being labelled with a particular term.

q What we want to do: 

o Grasp the concepts behind the words.

o Understand how these concepts relate to each other, interact and evolve in time.

o Define these concepts in a formal way in order to make them machine readable, comparable and sharable. 

q We cannot rely on SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System) but need the full 
expressive power of OWL (Web Ontology Language).

q BUT: Our ontologies can be reduced to SKOS and made compliant with it. 

2. Ontologies and their application to music-
theoretical sources 



Some elements of definition

q Computational ontologies are a means to formally model the structure of a system, i.e., the 
relevant entities and relations that emerge from its observation, and which are useful to our 
purposes (Guarino et al. 2009).

q The underlying conceptualisation of the system to be modelled is “formal”, “explicit” and 
“shared” (Studer et al 1998).

2. Ontologies and their application to music-
theoretical sources 



Conceptualisation

q A conceptualisation is an abstract, simplified view of the world that we wish to 
represent for some purpose (Gruber 1995). 

q This conceptualisation implies two dimensions:  

§ The intension indicates the content of a concept that constitutes its formal 
definition.

§ The extension indicates the concept’s range of applicability by naming the 
particular objects that it denotes.

q Concepts are defined in relation to one another: the specific value of a concept 
depends on its structural position within the system, i.e. its extension and intension.  

q The conceptualisation is made explicit by specifying the concept’s intension and 
extension.

q Concepts can never be reduced to isolated terms but have to be inferred from higher 
textual units (sentences, paragraphs, etc.). 

q Concepts can never be found as such in the text, but are invoked through it by means 
of an interpretation.

2. Ontologies and their application to music-
theoretical sources 



Formal and explicit representation 

q The conceptualisation is formal: built on predicate logic with a vocabulary consisting of objects, 
properties, relations and functions.

2. Ontologies and their application to music-
theoretical sources 

Subject Predicate Object

q An atomic sentence is a predicate applied to 
a set of concepts according to the model:

q Objects and their relations may be 
characterised and specified, quantified, etc. 

q The language commonly used for building 
ontologies – Web Ontology Language 
(OWL) – builds on RDF, a standard model  
that uses URIs to name the relationship 
between things in a triple.



3. Benefits from a musicological and 
historical perspective

Praetorius, 1619, 82-83 Praetorius, 1619, 45

Make things explicit and trackable

Praetorius, 1619, 40



Make things explicit and trackable

3. Benefits from a musicological and 
historical perspective

Ontology of Praetorius (1612 and 1619), the term Aeolius and 
its instances.c

Praetorius (1619), TEI edition, tagging of the term aeolius.

Ontology of Praetorius (1612 and 1619), the concept aeolius
and its properties.



Make things explicit and trackable

3. Benefits from a musicological and 
historical perspective

Ontology of Praetorius (1612 and 1619), the concept Aeolius_A and its properties. Praetorius (1619), TEI edition, p. 44.



Make things explicit and trackable

q Comment concepts:

Ontology of Praetorius (1612 and 1619) Praetorius (1612, xiv)

3. Benefits from a musicological and 
historical perspective



Relate theoretical descriptions and musical sources

Ontology of Matthaei (1652) Schütz (1619), Ach Herr, straf micht nicht, SWV 24,
Alexander Reuter (2018) 

3. Benefits from a musicological and 
historical perspective



Explore, analyse and compare theoretical frameworks

q Make a clear distinction between the way a concept is labelled and its formal definition: A 
concept may have different names (“labels”), which all relate to the same thing. On the 
contrary, a single label may relate to different concepts.

3. Benefits from a musicological and 
historical perspective

Ontology of Praetorius (1612 and 1619)



Explore, analyse and compare theoretical frameworks

q Make a clear distinction between the way a concept is called and its formal definition: A 
concept may have different names (“labels”), which all relate to the same thing. On the 
contrary, a single label may relate to different concepts.

q Align individual terms of distinct ontologies to explore their senses and their history (model: 
Handwörterbuch der musikalischen Terminologie).

q Align concepts of distinct ontologies in order to see how the concept evolves in time.

Modelling of Ionicus plagalis, Matthaei (1652)Modelling of Ionicus plagalis, Praetorius (1612, 1619)
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Explore, analyse and compare theoretical frameworks

q Clear distinction between the way a concept is called and its formal definition: A concept may 
have different names (“labels”), which all relate to the same thing. On the contrary a single 
label may relate to different concepts.

q Align individual terms of distinct ontologies to explore their senses and their  history (model: 
Handwörterbuch der musikalischen Terminologie).

q Align individual concepts of distinct ontologies in order to see how the concept evolves in 
time.

q Compare individual ontologies in order to explore how classes and their hierarchies evolve

3. Benefits from a musicological and 
historical perspective



Addressability, Ontology comparison, and standards

q Necessity to address very heterogeneous material – texts, images, musical examples, 
schemata, etc. – at various micro- and macrostructural levels.

q As ontologies grow, it becomes difficult to compare them and to grasp their inner
structure effectively. 

4. Current limitations and challenges

Technical need to:
1. make highly heterogeneous material 

addressable at a granular level;
2. conceive additional tools to effectively grasp 

conceptual variations.



Close and distant reading

q Identifying concepts and definitions, writing properties, making references to the source and 
annotating an ontology are highly time-consuming tasks.

q A computer assisted exploration of the sources, in order to identify linguistic properties (of 
definition, characterisation, observation or description), might constitute a suitable starting 
point for conceiving an ontology.

4. Current limitations and challenges

Methodological need to:
1. combine close and distant reading;
2. articulate hand-made modelling with 

computer-assisted semantic analysis.   



Dynamic and context-dependent knowledge production

q The knowledge captured in an ontology is static in nature. However, signification arises 
dynamically and is context dependent:

q Significations can change within the source. 

4. Current limitations and challenges

Matthaei, 1652, p. 19  Matthaei, 1652, p. 75 



Dynamic and context-dependent knowledge production

q The knowledge captured in an ontology is static in nature. However, signification arises 
dynamically and is context dependent:

q Significations can change within the source. 

q Some elements are implicit and have to be completed.

q Different, sometimes conflicting, levels of description can coexist.

4. Current limitations and challenges

Werckmeister, 1687, p. 121, 123, 124. 



Dynamic and context-dependent knowledge production

q The knowledge captured in an ontology is static in nature. However, signification arises 
dynamically and is context dependent:

q Significations can change within the source. 

q Some elements are implicit and have to be completed.

q Different, sometimes conflicting, levels of description can coexist.

q The interpretation of a sign as a concept heavily relies on the reader. 

q Could predicate logic affect the way a source is read and modelled ?

4. Current limitations and challenges

Epistemological need for multifaceted ontologies where:
1. different readings can at the same time coexist and lead 

to shared representations;
2. knowledge completion by the analyst could be made 

more explicit;
3. viewpoints derived from historical sources can engage 

into dialogue with a 21st century perspective.



4. Current limitations and challenges
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